Flora Duo is a mineral based true two-part Liquid nutrient. Both bottles are used throughout grow
and bloom phases, not an A+B for bloom. Flora Duo two-part nutrient is a simple and intuitive
formula that has variability as well as simplicity. The sliding ratio of nutrients create the variability
needed to grow any type of plant, while the simplicity of a two bottle system adds appeal to
new and professional growers alike.
Positioning:
Flora Duo is not meant to replace either Flora Nova or Flora Series; it sits nicely between
the two.
Flora Nova is your ppm controlled one-part nutrient and it doesn’t get much easier, it
can also be thicker and a little harder to use in a hydro system without proper precautions, it also
doesn’t allow for any variability in the formula for different plants or growing conditions.
Flora Series is a high quality nutrient with tons of variability, you can adjust the formula to
suit any plant at any stage of its life very easily and it is unparalleled in hydro systems.
Flora Duo sits between these two, it’s thin like the Flora series so it will work cleanly and
easily in hydro systems, however, it is very simple like Nova with only two bottles and a simple
ratio between them where even if the ratio is off, a grower can still be successful. Flora Duo is
ideal for new growers who need a simple, clean and concentrated formula. Flora Duo is also
ideal for large scale commercial growers with similar needs of quality, consistency and cost
effectiveness.
Flora Duo is not meant to replace Flora Nova or Flora series, it is meant as another option,
giving growers who may be more familiar with a two part system as an option from GH. We now
have a one-part, two-part, and three-part and organic base fertilizer to suit any grower’s needs.
Features and Benefits:
2-part simplicity and cost effectiveness.
Flora Duo represents the latest in nutrient technology. Flora Duo has been 5 years in the making,
the first new mineral based nutrient from GH since Flora Nova. Flora Duo is a representation of
everything we have learned over the past years through research and development and
market feedback, culminating in a superior nutrient.
For example, using a specific blend of purified micro nutrients, Flora Duo is able to shorten
internodal distances for heartier, more robust plants, without the use of harsh chemicals or
additives.
Flora Duo is also made to be fool-proof. Even if someone changes the formula, they are still
going to end up with the proper nutrients needed to feed their plants, even if they don’t use an
ideal blend. This allows end-users who like to mess with their nutrients, something to play with that
won’t ruin their garden.
Flora Duo has advanced pH, buffering the balance in pH in most water to the ideal pH without
the use of pH adjusters.
Flora Duo does an excellent job of shooting the difference between hard water and soft water.
One unique aspect of Duo is that all the calcium is in the A (grow) and all of the phosphorous is

in the B (bloom), which allows for control of calcium levels, allowing growers to compensate for
different conditions.
While Flora Duo is a thin product ideal for use in Hydroponics, it can be used in any type of
medium or growing circumstance with great effect.
Flora Duo hits the nutrient sweet spot, it sits between hard water and soft water, and it is more
variable than Flora Nova but more specific than the Flora Series. It’s simple, cost effective, high
quality and consistent which will please new growers as well as seasoned professionals.
General Hydroponics is the most trusted name in nutrients, a reputation that has been earned
with quality and consistency. Flora Duo fills out our product line to provide store owners an
option to provide their customers with any type of base nutrient formula, from a company they
can trust.

